
SBP Law continues expansion as it 

retains newly-qualified solicitor 

 

As a further part of SBP Law’s expansion plans, we are pleased to announce that Marcus 

Cohen-Thomas has qualified as a solicitor and has elected to stay at SBP Law post-

qualification. 

Marcus has been with the firm since September 2019 and has gained significant experience 

in commercial, insolvency and dispute resolution matters. We are delighted that another 

trainee solicitor has chosen to remain at SBP Law upon qualification. As with all our lawyers, 

Marcus works collaboratively with clients to achieve their objectives at the earliest possible 

opportunity.     

His practice currently encompasses all aspects of insolvency and restructuring, commercial, 

and dispute resolution matters. Marcus advises commercial clients on complex litigation, 

having experience in the High Court and the Court of Appeal. He also frequently works with 

insolvency practitioners on both contentious and non-contentious insolvency matters.  

Litigation Partner David Pritchard said, “Marcus has become a key part of the team here at 

SBP Law, and we are delighted that he will continue to service our clients as he develops his 

career. Before joining us, Marcus already possessed big-firm experience and is able to bring 

that wealth of knowledge with a more flexible and personal approach we take with our clients 

as part of our boutique practice.”  

Commenting on qualification at SBP Law, Marcus said “I am very grateful for the excellent 

teaching and support that I received throughout my training period, in particular the rigorous 

hands-on training in insolvency and restructuring matters from an expert in that field. It is an 

area in which I am keen to grow my practice as I continue my career.” 

To contact Marcus at SBP Law:  

Email: marcus@sbplaw.co.uk 

Tel:   +44 (0)20 7332 2222  

Website: www.sbplaw.co.uk 

Find us: Glade House, 52-54 Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5EF 

SBP Law remains very busy and we are always interested to hear, in confidence, from high 

calibre candidates looking for a collegiate, professional firm with an emphasis on quality, 

service and results.  
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